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Europe part 4

Welcome to Cast Away magazine Europe part 4.
Normally I write this welcome text in less than 5 minutes.
This time it cost me half an hour, just to write these 3 lines.

A thousand thoughts are fighting in my head to be chosen to be committed 
to paper. But I can't get them organized. Sometimes there is so much to say 
that you’d better keep quiet. 

So welcome to Cast Away magazine, I hope you’re doing swell! Cast Away 
Europe, parts 1 and 2 took us from the northwest of Russia to the Austrian 
capital – Vienna – and further south to Portugal. From there we went north 
again, to Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark.
In Europe part 3 we travelled to the beautiful Scottish highlands, and from 
there to Slovenia, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Bulgaria, and The Netherlands

This issue will take you to Great Britain, Spain, Finland, Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark, Ireland, and, last but not least, Estonia.

Peter Sikking



https://www.wade-deep.com


‘Rise of the danica’

Part 2

Espen Brask Nordfonn

Norway

https://www.instagram.com/flyprinceofnorway/


Sunnhordland is a district on the southwest coast of Norway, located between the 
two major cities Bergen and Stavanger. It is sometimes better known as the mouth of 
Hardangerfjord. The municipalities of Sveio, Etne, Stord, Bømlo, Fitjar, Kvinnherad and 
Tysnes form the district of Sunnhordland. The town of Leirvik acts as the regional cen-
tre of the district.

260,000 people inhabit the 860 square kilometres (1,100 sq mi) of land area of the dis-
trict, giving it a population density of about 20.5 inhabitants per square kilometre (53/
sq mi). About 50% of that land area is mountainous terrain, over 300 metres (980 ft) in 
elevation. Most of the population live below that level, in the valleys and coastal areas.

Stord municipality is often called ‘Norway in miniature’ since it has such a variety of 
landscapes: coastline, fjords, forests, agricultural land, and mountain areas. When visi-
ting the area it is difficult to imagine that Stord has something of a violent history. Large 
wars and major battles took place on this island. It also functioned as a big market place 
for travelling Vikings sailing the so-called «Nordvegen».

Today, most Vikings don’t use axes or come plundering. Modern-day Vikings changed 
their weapon of choice to the fly rod and their focus is on angling along the beautiful 
coast line.

Sunnho r d land
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Sea trout

Wading out from a beach into a big blue fjord, casting your line 
to the horizon, with huge mountains and big glaciers behind you 
makes fishing in Sunnhordland something special. 

Of course coastal fishing can be challenging. As this is the west 
coast the weather, coming from the North Sea, can be harsh. 
Heavy winds and pouring rain are not unusual. But that doesn’t 
necessarily mean the fishing is bad, actually quite the opposite. 

If you have the wind coming towards you, know that it pushes the 
food (baitfish, shrimp) fish feed on closer to you, making it easier 
to reach, and catch, those big silver bullets. I’m talking about sea 
run brown trout, or as we call them: sea trout. Of course there is a 
limit to the amount of wind a fly rod can overcome, but that also 
goes for spinning rods.

Hardangerfjorden is well-known for sea trout. Lots of small 
streams coming from the mountains get mixed with the saltwater 
of the fjord and that’s a place a trout likes to stay – in the mixing 
zone.
We use Google Maps satellite images to find likely spots to fish all 
the time. Mostly, we are looking for «beaches» or areas where the 
bottom is lighter. Planning the trip a few days in advance, togeth-
er with using these satellite images, will increase your chance of 
catching fish.



Size
The size of the fish varies a lot. There is everything be-
tween 200 g and 5 to 6 kg. When conditions are good 
and you’re willing to fish hard for some hours, anything 
can happen.

Advice
From personal experience I have a few pieces of advice:
Believe in the gear and fly you’re using; don’t spend a lot 
of time switching rods and flies.
The fish circle (travel around the fjord), and at some 
point they will pass the area you’re fishing.
Fishing for sea trout can be hard. The saying: "fish hard 
or go home" is a true saying.

In addition to sea trout there are a lot of other fish spe-
cies in the fjords. Pollack, cod, sea bass, you name it. 
Usually you will catch a few of these when you are out 
for sea trout.

Gear
The gear that we’re using is pretty standard for coastal 
sea trout fishing. A 9 or 10 ft rod in a 6-7 wt class. Inter-
mediate or type 2-3 full sinking lines. Likewise the flies 
we use are pretty common (for Scandinavia). We use a 
lot of shrimp imitations in different colours. Pink (my fa-
vourite), orange and grey. From hook sizes 4 to 10. Next 
to shrimp, baitfish imitations should also be in your bag. 
Also in different colours and sizes. If you’re fishing in ear-
ly spring in shallow water with lots of kelp, I would re-
commend using small amphipods, or nymphs. Trout tend 
to go crazy for these during spring.

Espen



VISIT NORWAY Hodalen
Stokkoya
Glomma area
Hardangervidda

info@travelwithcastaway.com                             +31 35 6240016

WHEN POSSIBLE

mailto:info%40travelwithcastaway.com?subject=
https://www.travelwithcastaway.com


Miren Elosegui

Spain
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I was born in Bilbao, Basque Country Spain, 
west of the Pyrenees Mountains, where 
talking about food, wine and fly fishing is 
almost a religion.

I started fly fishing thanks to my boyfriend. He 
used to take me to practice fly casting on the 
grass. Then we went to the river to face wild 
trout, and I fell in love with fly fishing.

Photography: Jagoba Garabieta

https://www.instagram.com/mirenloops/




This story began the day I saw a loop unrolling in the air – you fly anglers know what I am talking 
about -  I was amazed by the beauty of it all. The way the fly line levitated  through the air, almost 
freed from gravity, it mesmerized me then, and I can still get totally carried away by it now. Later that 
day I found out that what I saw is called fly fishing and that it is considered an art in and of itself. 



"And although we are all 
anglers, one no better than the 

other, you can’t deny this is 
something unique"

Someone surely started all this, someone very 
observant, someone who understood this other 
way to fish. 

And although we are all anglers, one no better 
than the other, you can’t deny this is something 
unique. 

Fly fishing does not merely constitute lowering a 
baited hook to get a fish to bite it —well, maybe 
some of that is involved too, but it is in fact about 
making fishing an art form. Sincerely, if I were not 
a fly angler, I would not fish.



The projects under the Dutch ‘Room for the River’ programme 
not only enlarge the available streambed space for rivers, but also 
provide us fly anglers with new water to fish in the Netherlands. 
In order to facilitate the discharge of higher volumes of water in 
times of extreme flows and flooding, new waterbodies are created, 
vegetation, such as trees and bushes that would act as obstacles, 
are removed, and dikes are moved further inland. Making more 
room for the river to transport snowmelt, glacier, and rain water to 
the sea.

Room for the river

Of course, we have to admit that fly fishing hasn’t been able to escape 
the clutches of globalisation, that competitive fly fishing has been in-
vented, that it has been adapted to every water type and fish species, 
has been tainted by consumer culture…and none of it annoys me. As a 
result of these developments, it is possible to fish for almost any spe-
cies, alsmost anywhere in the world, using lines from #0 to #15, casting 
a 'fly' 40 metres distant efficiently; and what is more, it can be per-
formed by participants from all age groups and genders. 

"fly fishing has been tainted by consumer culture…
and none of it annoys me"



I recognize that having a tarpon at the other end of a fly line can be a 
fantastic feeling, but I think that fly fishing has never been conceived 
with that purpose in mind. For me fly fishing reaches its zenith with 
dry fly fishing and I feel very lucky because I live in a place where I can 
practice that during 6 months each year, catching and releasing wild 
trout. Some anglers tell me that trout rise less and less, that hatches 
tend to be rare and that we will be more effective nymphing, using 
streamers, wet flies, etc. But no, I have not let myself be seduced by 
this magic world to fish more than anybody, I am not in a hurry, I do 
not want to run.....

'I think that fly fishing has never been conceived with 
that purpose in mind'



I only want to enjoy the sunrises, listen to birds, watch the river 
flow, appreciate the silence, embrace nature, analyze the move-
ments of the fish, and, at just the right moment, cast my dry fly 
to that spot —yes, precisely that spot – 1.5 metres above the rise 
form, letting it drift and watching it disappear when it reaches 
the fish. I have no words to describe that moment, you have to 
feel it.  And then comes the battle. 

Of course nobody wins, it is a gentle fight, always followed by a 
release, in which the respect for the fish and the beauty of the 
moment are the leading actors. Is there anything like that?

"I have no words to describe that moment, you 
have to feel it"  

Miren



https://www.peuxflyfishing.com


Text: Peter Sikking

Scandinavia

Photography: Peter Sikking



On our way to some excellent sea 
trout spots, we come across this 
old and probably long forgotten 
wooden boat. Although it might 
very well be a case of: ”just leave it 
there!” Even after all these years it 
keeps astounding me how casually 
some Norwegians treat their pro-
perty.

Sea trout
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A Scandinavian tour

Starting in Norway
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Norway attracts its fair share of tourists during 
the holiday season. Not only Europeans, but 
also people from Asia find their way to Norway.
During this period it can become just a little 
crowded. 

Fortunately, quite literally four out of five visi-
tors take the same tour and follow their guided 
route along all the obvious tourist attractions. 
Which leaves the best spots for us- see photo - 
the adventurous fly anglers.

Magical
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Oh yeah, I remember this one, there’s a story here!

About ten years ago I met this Romanian guitar player and his band in a hotel 
somewhere in the south of Norway. After some drinks at the bar the guitar player 
told me that he was also an avid fisherman, and would I like, if I wasn’t too busy…

Trenty the guitar player
Every day, after waking up in the late afternoon, he would grab his telescoping 
travel spinning rod, head out to one of the rocky beaches and cast his spoon as far 
as he could. Meanwhile telling me, over and over again, that there should be sea 
trout in this spot. 
After 3, or maybe, on a good day, 4 casts he would reel in with the words: “no fish 
today, let's eat and drink!” And eat and drink we did. The whole charade went on 
for almost a week. Always ending with a lot of homemade booze but without any 
fish to show for it.
After a week my job was finished and it was time for me to leave. We said our 
goodbyes, me promising him to visit him and his family in Romania for more food 
and even more homemade booze.

Almost ten years later, at the height of summer, my work brought me to the same 
hotel. Alas, no more Romanian bands. The hotels replaced them with Norwegian 
artists.
Of course I had to visit that same rocky beach. Same spot as ten years before, only 
this time I had brought my rod. Wading out in the middle of summer in broad 
daylight, and barefooted, I caught my first Norwegian sea trout. Exactly in the spot 
the Romanian guitar player fished for 3 to 4 cast every day. He wasn't much of an 
angler but he sure knew his spots.
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From Norway  to Denmark



and my addiction to the island of  Funen

Although it has been a number of years – to be precise 24 trips later - I still vividly remember my first sea trout trip. Besides the fact that it was by far 
the coldest (spring) sea trout trip I made, it was also my first encounter with coastal fishing for sea trout. Mentioning that I was overwhelmed by the 
vastness of it all, is an understatement, I didn’t have a clue where to start fishing.

Luckily, for me,  I was not alone. I was accompanied by some very experienced sea trout anglers that first week, and  thanks to them, after a few days, I 
caught my first sea trout. A perfect 54 cm beauty that I will never forget.

Denmark
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That week on Funen, Denmark, changed me. I used to 
be a small river - dry or wet fly - angler. I did the occa-
sional nymphing; but this was something else entirely. 
Scouring the beach in search of seatrout was getting a 
hold on me. 

PHOTO PETER SIKKING
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From Denmark to Sweden

Fly fishing for sea trout can be tough. Even during summer. In Sweden, at the end of 
October, it is........well let me put it this way: a challenge.

Always bring a net

The snow from yesterday - see photo - was gone and the weather basically flipped 180 
degrees. I hooked two incredible sea trout, which became even more incredible 
because I lost them both. Maybe this sounds familiar but I hope not:

I didn't actually expect them to be in this very spot. And sure didn't seem to care 
enough to bring a net. I lost both of them in exactly the same way. Hooking them one 
after the other only to lose them in front of my feet. The water to deep to jump in. You 
travel a thousand miles, endure freezing cold weather making long long hours, and still 
you do not take things seriously enough to even bring a net. 
It was a great weekend, and I will back for sure!
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With the passing of the years - and at least as many sea trout trips, fishing 
for sea trout from shore became one of my favourite outdoor activities 
including a fly rod. I became  addicted to fishing with a fly rod along the 
coasts of Norway, Sweden and Denmark. These days I not only spread the 
word, I actually take people fishing for sea trout.

Peter Sikking



Owning a sweater like this

I have this Norwegian friend that can best be described as the archetypal outdoorsman. You know the type, always out in the open, in every type of weather, 
most of the time wearing not much more than a sweater. Even on the coldest days, or in the pouring rain.

On one of our joint fishing trips, him in his inseparable sweater, I asked him whether he also slept wearing it:) 
His answer: “When you own a sweater like this, you hardly need any other clothing my sweet ignorant city slicker man.”
Of course I had to own one!

about Norlender
Our product line consists of classical Nordic sweaters and cardigans, all made of 100% wool. One of our most popular ranges is our Fisherman collection. 
Norlender’s Fisherman range is based on the original knitwear the sailors and fishermen on the Norwegian coast wore to combat the wet and cold climate. 
At Norlender we still produce our Fisherman range from that same unique Norwegian wool to create a strong and almost indestructible product.

check out our website: www.norlender.no  or visit us on Facebook or Instagram: @norlender, for more information!

https://www.norlender.no
https://www.facebook.com/norlender
https://www.instagram.com/norlender




Ivo Smits

Latvia / Ireland

Photography: Ivo Smits

Ivo Smits is a fly angler and flytier hailing from 
Latvia and now living in the Midlands of the 
Republic of Ireland.

This region provides an abundance of fly 
angling opportunities for locals and travellers 
alike, anglers from all over the world who 
visit Midlands for the opportunity to catch 
wild brown trout.

https://www.instagram.com/evosmyth/


The best-known waters in the area are the river Shannon 
and a number of loughs on that river, with the most ac-
claimed one being Lough Ree. Lough Ree is the second 
largest lake on the Shannon river system. It is a large rich 
limestone lough with a surface area of 10,500 hectares, 
classified as a mixed fishery, with good stocks of trout, 
pike and coarse fish.  

Described as a jewel of Irish trout angling waters, on the 
borders of counties Cavan, Meath and Westmeath lays 
mighty Lough Sheelin.  Lough Sheelin is a little more than 
4 miles long and over one mile wide. The lough is situated 
in the north Midlands on the borders of Cavan, Meath and 
Westmeath. It is a rich limestone lake with the capacity to 
produce and maintain an ample stock of large wild trout. 
Fisheries scientists have calculated that it has the capa-
city to carry a bigger stock of brown trout than any other 
lough in Ireland; the average size of its fish being 3 lb.

If your prefer fishing in rivers, the Midlands won't disap-
point you, with good angling on the river Inny. Principal 
species include roach, bream, perch and tench. The Inny 
is over 50 km in length. Stretches of the upper river, from 
Ballymahon to Abbeyshrule offer productive wet and dry 
fly trout angling. It varies in depth from approximately 1.5 
metres to over three metres, clearly depending on 
weather and water levels.



ABOUT FLIES
Lough trout fishing season starts on 1st of March and 
continues throughout the season, all the way until 
the second week of October. Lack of fly life in the 
early months of the fishing season forces fly anglers 
to use large lure-type flies, designed mainly to imitate 
baitfish. This includes modern baitfish imitations such 
as Humongus, Minkie and Zonker – as well as more 
traditional patterns, the most acclaimed of which are 
arguably the various colour variants of the dabblers.

As the angling season progresses into the warmer 
months and fly life starts to appear on loughs and riv-
ers, anglers turn to a more traditional choice of flies, 
such as the March Brown and the Duck Fly.



MAY FLIES
With the arrival of the mayfly, anglers pre-
pare for the spectacle of mayfly fishing. 
Many loughs see a surge of travelling an-
glers, arriving from the UK and Europe, in 
hopes of experiencing the excitement pro-
vided by free-rising trout sipping down new-
ly formed mayflies. Depending on weather 
conditions - mayfly angling can be equally 
exciting when carefully observing a dry fly 
lying in the water film or when pulling a wet 
mayfly in large waves. 



After the mayfly hatch, the larger trout switch 
their diet to perch fry and angling efforts on 
loughs usually concentrate on shallow waters, 
following the hunting trout. Patterns used at this 
time of season are predominantly coloured to 
match the colours of the fry.

Warm evenings can also provide successful ang-
ling using various buzzer patterns and with those, 
angling efforts will stretch deep into the darkness 
of the night.

With the season approaching the end-of-summer 
months, areas around shorelines and islands start 
to see hatches of various sedges; fishing with dry 
or wet sedge patterns can then be very produc-
tive. Fly patterns used at this time of season vary 
depending on the lough of choice - as various wa-
ters will have different colours and sizes of sedges. 
Depending on conditions, sedges can be fished 
as dry or wet fly also; and despite many modern 
patterns, the traditional Deer Hair sedge is still a 
widely used pattern.

SEDGES



As the season nears its conclusion - end of August and Septem-
ber - trout start to turn their attention to larger prey, presumably 
to store up on energy resources for the lean winter months. This 
sees anglers returning to various bait fish imitations and the use of 
large seasonal insect flies such as the Daddy Longlegs, which can 
be successfully fished in both dry and wet style, depending on con-
ditions.

This ‘crash course’ into a Midlands trout angling season provides a 
glimpse of the actual activities of the season. Angling season could 
be discussed in-depth and at great lengths with deeper analysis of 
specific months, trout feeding patterns and various flies that are 
used for successful angling during each month and feeding cycle. 
Regardless of that, the fact remains that angling in the Midlands of 
Ireland can provide not only a chance to catch a trout of a lifetime 
but also but also an amazing way to explore various waters and 
the challenges and rewards that they can provide.

DLL

https://fishinginireland.info/trout/shannon/ree/
https://fishinginireland.info/trout/shannon/sheelin/
https://www.discoverireland.ie/Activities-Adventure/river-inny/9832

References

Ivo
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Ben Worley

UK

I’ve been fishing generally for nearly 26 years, 
but in more recent times have focussed my 
time on fly fishing, and more importantly fly 
tying. I started competing in Loch Style com-
petitions in 2014 and it has since become an 
obsession.

ADVERTORIAL

Ben Worley
Managing Director
Upavon Fly Fishing
@Upavonflyfishing
www.upavonflyfishing.co.uk

www.upavonflyfishing.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/upavon_flyfishing/
https://www.upavonflyfishing.co.uk


In order to compete at the highest levels it soon became apparent 
that I needed to tie my own flies. I required the ability to glance 
at a fly being used by the opposition and quickly tie one up to the 
exact specifications. In order to achieve this, it doesn’t just take 
practice, you need to have the best quality materials in every con-
ceivable colour, size and shape – such are the margins.  

As expected, I fish a lot of boobies, FABs and foam bodied dry 
flies on the UK reservoirs, where they account for the majority of 
stocked fish. This reliance on foam-based flies triggered an idea 
which later started my current journey with Upavon Fly Fishing; 
this led to the conception of our signature product – The Gunville 
Foam Cutter.

The Gunville foam cutter



The Gunville Foam Cutter is a cylindrical cutting tool, that 
when used with a drill, can cut perfect foam cylinders 
from 2.8mm to 9mm diameter – covering every require-
ment from small ants to big poppers.  

Our HD foam blocks are available in 12 colours and we 
have also sourced the same great quality material in the 
form of our Super Soft foam sheets.  
These can be used for wing cases, detached bodies or 
even glued together and drilled.  The HD foam blocks are 
30% denser than industry equivalents, tie like a dream 
and can endure countless takes and savage lunges from 
hard fighting fish. The combination of our quality tool and 
superior foams guarantees a smooth cut and reduces the 
cost of buying pre-cut cylinders produced en masse with 
inferior materials.  

Our HD foam blocks are available in 12 co-
lours and we have also sourced the same great 
quality material in the form of our Super Soft 
foam sheets



We also stock a range of other similar pro-
ducts including pre-cut bug bodies for beetles, 
mayflies and damselflies. We ship internationally 
and offer competitive wholesale prices for stores 
and distributors.  We are also continuing to add to 
the current offering, with some exciting and unique 
materials and tools in development for launch in the 
coming months. Visit our website, follow us on social 
media, watch this space and stay #hookedonfoam.



MOVIE SELECTION

1. Emerald dreams ( Slovenie )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OBlUsKJ20U&t=375s

2. Coalfish dreams (Rost island , Norway )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWiyw7tBDH0&t=16s

3. Lapland dreams ( episode 3 )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-WsksOz200&t=16s

4. Grayling dreams
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpcUTFXg9iY

5. Bluefin tuna , south west of France
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyO-EGbvmRo

6. Dolomites , Italy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCLs-XQ9Lxc

Every issue Cornelis van Leeuwen makes a movie selection for 
us. You can visit Cornelis on Facebook and become part of his 
facebook group.

By Cornelis van Leeuwen

https://www.facebook.com/groups/468947016577168/


https://www.jsflyfishing.com
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Sari Kantonen 

Finland

I was born in a tiny village called Kuolema 
(“Death” in English), more than 20 kilometers 
away from nearest town centre. I was raised 
in the arms of nature. As a little girl I spent 
most of my time investigating tadpoles in our 
home yard's ditch. Every summer we went to 
our granny's summer cottage where my father 
took me and my brothers and sisters fishing 
almost every evening. That place has been 
home to me more than any other place in the 
world. 

https://www.instagram.com/santrakaisa/


S After nearly 20 years of fishing with every kind of reel and rod, my brother told 
me we had to buy fly fishing gear. So we did. We fished mostly little rivers, cat-
ching only perch and roach. We even tried to tie our own flies with help from 
YouTube (especially Davie McPhail’s videos). 
After learning and fishing together, my brother more or less stopped, and I found 
myself fishing alone and began doubting my skills. The thing was, I had never 
caught a trout. I even felt uncomfortable to go to rivers alone - where there were 
other, obviously better-skilled anglers….. - I wanted to blend in, but instead I 
rather felt I drew attention on me as a woman alone. So it was easier to revert 
and fish with my old spinning and jigging rods that I was very familiar with. 
Going to places where I could really enjoy the fishing without any pressure.





Years went by and after getting a new job, I moved 
to the center of Finland; Viitasaari to be precise.

This town being right next to our summer cottage 
and close to one of the most famous rapids in Fin-
land, Huopanankoski, I felt the time had come to 
really get into fly fishing. 

And as if she knew I needed a final push, my sister 
had just married a fly fisherman who took me fly 
fishing in Huopanankoski. 

He taught me how I could ‘float my flies’ and 
what were the good places to find trout. One day 
I caught my first brownie on a fly. A fly I had tied 
myself! Not a big one, but it got me hooked for 
life. 

h
o
o
k
e
d



Everything went crazy from that moment on. 
I even found my fiancé through fly fishing. 
He  taught me everything and more about fly 
fishing and fly tying and - whispering - in the 
first year together, it was me who got the big-
gest ones:) 

I was gaining more and more trust in my own 
skills. I also learned that it doesn’t mean 
you’re a bad fly angler if you don’t catch 
anything. 



I think the most important lesson for me has been that fly fishing is not really about catch-
ing big trout. It’s about catching different species in different seasons and in varying places. 
It's not only about fishing in those famous rapids where you have to wait your turn to fish 
the best spot. I can fly fish anywhere and have great and sometimes even unexpected ex-
periences. I think fly fishing is about exploring, and most importantly it expresses freedom. 
I now tie all the flies I use myself. If I’m not out there with my fly rod I can prepare for it at 
the fly tying bench or investigate maps to find new places.
 
I hope that someday I can be the one to give that final little push. The push that is so im-
portant. Being able to encourage someone who needs it. At one time we were all rookies. 
I think it’s important to remember that. I still am a rookie but I’m now okay with it and I 
know I have (hope)  a lifetime to learn.

'I think fly fishing is about exploring, and 
most importantly it expresses freedom' 

the importance of....

Sari



https://www.flyfishing-blog.com


Vahur Mäe

Estonia

Estonian winters are long, cold and windy. 
If I tell you that we, Estonia’s fly anglers, look 
forward to spring and in more specific terms 
to the mayfly hatch, it’s nothing less than an 
understatement. The mayfly hatch is without 
a doubt the time we all have been waiting for. 

https://www.estfly.com




Estonian brown trout on a Mayfly

The Danica hatch usually begins in early June and lasts for about three weeks. Every river has its own hatching period so you 
have to travel between different rivers to take full advantage of it. Estonian trout feed underwater for most of the year and 
in early spring, you rarely see any surface activity. But as soon as the first mayflies are hatching, rivers come to life. The hatch 
can be very dense and will bring brown trout and grayling to rise and take from the surface. They can be extremely active 
throughout this period. It is the best time for brown trout fishing in all Estonia.

A symbol
Spring is a very special time. Of course there is the excellent fishing that’s to be had during these hatches, but by far the most 
important thing for me is the annual change. From a long winter we gradually move to better weather. Nature is waking up, 
and we can enjoy being outside again. Strolling through a green and blossoming landscape in search of wild trout.

PHOTO PETER SIKKING



The best days

My favourite fishing days are the early days of the mayfly hatch. No 
hatch is so intense as that first mayfly hatch of the season. It seems 
as if trout want to take every fly that’s floating by. And probably that 
is exactly their intention. They are even willing to chase them for se-
veral meters, hitting them with a huge splash or even jumping out of 
the water to catch them. 

It’s a spectacular sight to see these wild fish feeding undisturbed on 
a food they have waited for for so long. On those days you can spot 
fish every few meters, and because they haven’t seen many other 
anglers yet, they take well-presented flies without any hesitation. 



Although fish feed actively during the daytime hatches, 
the larger trout tend to feed in the evenings when mayflies 
mate, lay their eggs and die. 

When the water is covered with spinners it is the time that 
trophy trout come out of their hideouts. However, it is a 
mistake to think that seeing them is catching them. Trout 
between 1,5 to 2,5 kilograms take a healthy dose of luck 
and skill to catch. These large trout are smart and selec-
tive, but when you have caught one of these beautiful wild 
and hard fighting fish, it will become a memory to high-
light your whole season.

'Trout between 1.5 to 2.5 kilograms take a 
healthy dose of luck and skill to catch'.



After the first three weeks of mayfly madness are over 
we tend to go to a more standard situation where trout 
behaviour gets back to normal, feeding mostly under 
water but still rising to dry flies, including mayflies, 
which keep hatching sporadically until the end of sum-
mer.

Vahur Mäe
www.estfly.com

'on hot summer days terrestrial insects land on the water and can 
make daytime fishing almost as thrilling as the first mayfly hatches'. 

https://www.estfly.com


A view to kill for
It is around 9 o’clock on a cold October morning as I open my tent. 
With a cup of hot coffee in one hand while the other is still in my 
sleeping bag with the rest of my body, I enjoy the view outside. 
Today is my birthday but I don’t expect a lot of visitors. I am in the 
southern part of Hardangervidda Norway. Checking out the local 
fishing opportunities.
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be
social

https://www.instagram.com/weareflyfishing
https://www.facebook.com/weareflyfishing


help them help

https://nordicoceanwatch.no/en/front/
https://www.worldfishmigrationday.com
http://northatlanticsalmonfund.org/#home-content


right...copyright......

We get a lot of questions concerning authors rights and copyright. 

It is very simple: everything you find in the magazine is made under 
copyright. This protects us (WAFF) as well as the people who work on 
these issues. So you can not copy anything without permission from the 
publisher. Please contact us if you need more information.

INFO@WEAREFLYFISHING.COM 



CONTACT

BECOME A PARTNER AND MAKE A CHANGE......OR THE OTHER WAY AROUND

ADVERTISING
adv@weareflyfishing.com
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